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Abstract. We present a methodology, called Constraint Partition and
Coordinated Reaction (CP&CR), for distributed constraint satisfaction
based on partitioning the set of constraints into subsets of di�erent con-
straint types. Associated with each constraint type is a set of special-
ized agents, each of which is responsible for enforcing constraints of the
speci�ed type for the set of variables under its jurisdiction. Variable in-
stantiation is the joint responsibility of a set of agents, each of which
has a di�erent perspective on the instantiation according to a particular
constraint type and can revise the instantiation in response to violations
of the speci�c constraint type. The �nal solution emerges through incre-
mental local revisions of an initial, possibly inconsistent, instantiation of
all variables. Solution revision is the result of coordinated local reaction
of the specialized constraint agents. We have applied the methodology
to job shop scheduling, an NP-complete constraint satisfaction problem.
Utility of di�erent types of coordination information in CP&CR was in-
vestigated. In addition, experimental results on a benchmark suite of
problems show that CP&CR performed considerably well as compared
to other centralized search scheduling techniques, in both computational
cost and number of problems solved.

1 Introduction

Distributed AI (DAI) has primarily focused on Cooperative Distributed Prob-
lem Solving [4] [8] by sophisticated agents that work together to solve problems
that are beyond their individual capability. Another trend has been the study
of computational models of agent societies [9], composed of simple agents that
interact asynchronously. With few exceptions (e.g.[1] [5] [18]), these models have
been used to investigate the evolutionary behavior of biological systems [10] [12]
rather than the utility of these models in problem solving. We have developed
a computational framework for problem solving by a society of simple interact-
ing agents and applied it to solve job shop scheduling Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSPs). Experimental results, presented in Sect. 3, show that the ap-
proach performs considerably well as compared to centralized search methods for



a set of benchmark job shop scheduling problems. These encouraging results in-
dicate good problem solving potential of approaches based on distributed agent
interactions.

Many problems of theoretical and practical interest (e.g., parametric design,
resource allocation, scheduling) can be formulated as CSPs. A CSP is de�ned
by a set of variables X = fx1; x2; � � � ; xmg, each having a corresponding domain
of values V = fv1; v2; � � � ; vmg, and a set of constraints C = fc1; c2; � � � ; cng. A
constraint ci is a subset of the Cartesian product vl�� � ��vq which speci�es which
values of the variables are compatible with each other. A solution to a CSP is an
assignment of values (an instantiation) for all variables, such that all constraints
are satis�ed. In general, CSPs are solved by two complementary approaches,
backtracking and network consistency algorithms [11][2][16]. Recently, heuristic
revision [13] and decomposition [3][6] techniques for CSPs have been proposed.

Recent work in DAI has considered the distributed constraint satisfaction
problem (DCSP) [22] [20] in which variables of a CSP are distributed among
agents. Each agent has a subset of the variables and tries to instantiate their
values. Constraints may exist between variables of di�erent agents and the in-
stantiations of the variables must satisfy these inter-agent constraints. In these
approaches, each agent was responsible for checking that all constraints involv-
ing the values of variables under its jurisdiction were satis�ed, or identifying and
resolving any constraint conicts through asynchronous backtracking. Variables
were instantiated in some order, according to a static ([22]) or dynamic ([20])
variable and value ordering, and the �nal solution was generated by merging par-
tial instantiations that satis�ed the problem constraints. Instead, our approach
decomposes a CSP by constraint type. This results in no inter-agent constraints,
but each variable may be instantiated by more than one agent. While satisfying
its own constraints, each agent instantiates/modi�es variable values based on
coordination information supplied by others. Coordination among agents facili-
tates e�ective problem solving.

In this paper, we present an approach, called Constraint Partition and Coor-
dinated Reaction (CP&CR), in which the set of agents is partitioned into agent
subsets according to the types of constraints present in the DCSP. The fun-
damental characteristics of CP&CR are: (1) divide-and-conquer with e�ective
coordination (2) avoid sophisticated inter-agent interactions and rely on collec-
tive simple local reactions. CP&CR divides a Constraint Satisfaction Problem
into several subproblems, each of which concerns the satisfaction of constraints
of a particular type. Enforcement of constraints on variables within a subprob-
lem is assigned to a dedicated local problem solving agent which revises variable
instantiations so that its own constraints are satis�ed. Since each variable may
be restricted by more than one constraint type, this means that the instantia-
tion of a variable may be changed by di�erent local problem solving agents. Each
agent is iteratively activated and examines local views of a current solution. If it
does not �nd any conicts in the current iteration, it leaves the current solution
unchanged and terminates its own activation. If it does �nd local constraint vi-
olations, it changes the instantiation of one or more variables. A �nal solution is



an instantiation of all variables that all agents agree on, i.e. it does not violate
any constraints.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe an
application of CP&CR to job shop scheduling with non-relaxable time windows.
In Sect. 3, we evaluate experimental results on previously studied test prob-
lems. Finally, in Sect. 4, we conclude the paper and outline our current work on
CP&CR.

2 Distributed Job Shop Scheduling by CP&CR

Job shop scheduling with non-relaxable time windows involves synchronization
of the completion of a number of jobs on a limited set of resources (machines).
Each job is composed of a sequence of activities (operations), each of which has a
speci�ed processing time and requires the exclusive use of a designated resource
for the duration of its processing (i.e. resources have only unit processing capac-
ity). Each job must be completed within an interval (a time window) speci�ed by
its release and due time. A solution of the problem is a schedule, which assigns
start times to each activity, that satis�es all temporal activity precedence, release
and due date, and resource capacity constraints. This problem is known to be
NP-complete [7], and has been considered as one of the most di�cult CSPs. Tra-
ditional constraint satisfaction algorithms are shown to be insu�cient for this
problem [17].

CP&CR views each activity as a variable with a value corresponding to the
start time of the activity. Dominant constraints in job shop scheduling are par-
titioned into two categories: temporal precedence1 and resource capacity con-
straints. Within each constraint type, subproblems are formulated. Each sub-
problem is assigned to a separate agent. In particular, enforcing temporal prece-
dence constraints within an job is a subproblem that is assigned to an job agent;
enforcing capacity constraints on a given resource is a subproblem that is under
the responsibility of a resource agent. Therefore, for a given scheduling problem,
the number of subproblems (and the number of agents) is equal to the sum of
the number of jobs plus the number of resources. An activity is governed both
by a job agent and a resource agent. Manipulation of activities by job agents
may result in constraint violations for resource agents and vice-versa. There-
fore, coordination between agents is crucial for prompt convergence on a �nal
solution.

2.1 A Society of Reactive Agents

In CP&CR, problem solving of a job shop scheduling CSP is transformed into
collective behaviors of reactive agents. Each agent examines and makes changes
to only local activities under its responsibility, and seeks for satisfaction by

1 Release and due dates constraints are considered as temporal precedence constraints
between activities and �xed time points.



ensuring that no constraint in its assigned constraint subset is violated. Agents
are equipped with only primitive behavior. When activated, each agent goes
through an Examine-Resolve-Encode cycle (see Fig. 1). It �rst examines its local
view of current solution, i.e. the values of the variables under its jurisdiction.
If there are constraint violations, it changes variable instantiations to resolve
conicts according to innate heuristics and coordination information (see Sect.
2.2 and 2.3).

Examine Local View

Encode Information

Constraint 
Violation?

Yes
Resolve Conflicts

No

Reaction of Agent Idle

Activated

Fig. 1. Agent's reactive behavior

Agents coordinate by passive communication. They do not communicate with
each other directly. Instead, each agent reads and writes coordination informa-
tion on variables under its jurisdiction. Coordination information on a variable
represents an agent's partial \view" on the current solution and is consulted
when other agents are considering changing the current instantiation of the vari-
able to resolve their conicts. Each time an agent is activated and has ensured
its satisfaction, it writes down its view on current instantiations on each variable
under its jurisdiction as coordination information.

Problem
Divide problem

Create agents
& Provide solution

Activate all Resource Agents

All Agents
satisfied?

Activate all Job Agents

Solution

Initiate all Resource Agents

Initiate all Job Agents

YesNo

Fig. 2. System Control Flow

System initialization is done as follows: (1) decomposition of the input schedul-
ing problem according to resource and job constraints, (2) creation of the cor-
responding resource and job agents, (3) activation of the agents (see Fig. 2).
Initially each job agent calculates boundary2 for each activity under its juris-

2 The boundary of an activity is de�ned as the interval between its earliest possible



diction considering its release and due date constraints. Each resource agent
calculates the contention ratio for its resource by summing the durations of ac-
tivities on the resource and dividing by the interval length between the earliest
and latest time boundary among the activities. If this ratio is larger than a cer-
tain threshold, a resource agent concludes that it is a bottleneck resource agent.3
4

Activities under the jurisdiction of a bottleneck resource agent are marked
as bottleneck activities by the agent. Each resource agent heuristically allocates
the earliest free resource interval to each activity under its jurisdiction accord-
ing to each activity's boundary. After the initial activation of resource agents,
all activities are instantiated with a start time. This initial instantiation of all
variables represents the initial con�guration of the solution.5

Subsequently, job agents and resource agents engage in an evolving process
of reacting to constraint violations and making changes to the current instantia-
tion. In each iteration cycle, job and resource agents are activated alternatively,
while agents of the same type are activated simultaneously, each working in-
dependently. When an agent �nds constraint violations under its jurisdiction,
it employs local reaction heuristics to resolve the violations. The process stops
when none of the agents detect constraint violations during an iteration cycle.
The system outputs the current instantiation of variables as a solution to the
problem.

2.2 Coordination Information

Coordination information written by a job agent on an activity is referenced by
a resource agent, and vice-versa.

Job agents provide the following coordination information for resource agents.

1. Boundary is the interval between the earliest start time and latest �nish time
of an activity (see Fig. 3). It represents the overall temporal exibility of an
activity and is calculated only once during initial activation of job agents.

2. Temporal Slack is an interval between the current �nish time of the previous
activity and current start time of the next activity (see Fig. 3). It indicates
the temporal range within which an activity may be assigned to without
causing temporal constraint violations. (This is not guaranteed since tem-
poral slacks of adjacent activities are overlapping with each other.)

start time and its latest possible �nish time.
3 If no bottleneck resource is identi�ed, threshold value is lowered until the most
contended resource is identi�ed.

4 In job shop scheduling, the notion of bottleneck corresponds to a particular resource
interval demanded by activities that exceeds the resource's capacity. Most state-
of-the-art techniques emphasize the capability to identify dynamic bottlenecks that
arise during the construction of solution. In our approach, the notion of bottleneck
is static and we exploit the dynamic local interactions of agents.

5 We have conducted experiments with random initial con�gurations and con�rmed
that CP&CR is barely a�ected by its starting point, i.e. CP&CR has equal overall
performance with heuristic and random initial con�gurations.



3. Weight is the weighted sum of relative temporal slack with respect to activ-
ity boundary and relative temporal slack with respect to the interval bound
by the closest bottleneck activities (see Fig. 4). It is a measure of the likeli-
hood of the activity \bumping" into an adjacent activity, if its start time is
changed. Therefore, a high weight represents a job agent's preference for not
changing the current start time of the activity. In Fig. 4, activity-p of job B
will have a higher weight than that of activity-a of job A. If both activities
use the same resource and are involved in a resource capacity conict, the
resource agent will change the start time of activity-a rather than start time
of activity-p.

edcba

a b c d e

time lineactivity-a
latest finish timeearliest start time

activity-a Boundary of  activity-a

Boundary of activity-b
Release date Due date

activity-a
current finish time current start time

Temporal Slack of activity-b
time line

Release date Due date
activity-c

Fig. 3. Coordination information: Boundary and Temporal Slack
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Fig. 4. Coordination information: Weight

Resource agents provide the following coordination information for job agents.

1. Bottleneck Tag is a tag which marks that this activity uses a bottleneck
resource. This tag is put by a bottleneck resource agent on all activities
under its jurisdiction. It implies that job agent should treat these activities
di�erently.



2. Resource Slack is an interval between the current �nish time of the previ-
ous activity and the current start time of the next activity on the resource
timeline (see Fig. 5). It indicates the range of activity start times in which
an activity may be changed without causing capacity constraint violations.
(There is no guaranteed since resource slacks of adjacent activities are over-
lapping with each other.)

3. Change Frequency is a counter of how frequently the start time of this reg-
ular activity set by a job agent is changed by a submissive resource agent.
It measures the search e�ort of job and regular resource agents to evolve an
instantiation on regular activities that is compatible to the current instanti-
ation on bottleneck activities.

aResource X

resource slack of activity-a
time line

Fig. 5. Coordination information: Resource Slack

2.3 Reaction Heuristics

Agents' reaction heuristics utilize perceived coordination information and incor-
porate coordination strategies of group behaviors. We have developed coordina-
tion strategies that promote rapid convergence by minimizing the ripple e�ects
of causing conicts to other agents as a result of an agent's �xing the current con-
straint violations. Conict minimization is achieved by minimizing the number
and extent of activity start time changes. Other coordination strategies include
using most constrained agents as an anchor of interaction, and preventing oscil-
latory value changes.

Reaction Heuristics of Job Agent. Job agents resolve conicts by consider-
ing conict pairs. A conict pair involves two adjacent activities whose current
start times violate the precedence constraint between them (see Fig. 6). Conict
pairs are resolved one by one. A conict pair involving a bottleneck activity, i.e.,
an activity with tighter constraints, is given a higher conict resolution priority.
To resolve a conict pair, job agents essentially determine which activity's cur-
rent start time should be changed. If a conict pair includes a bottleneck and
a regular activity, depending on whether the change frequency counter on the
regular activity in the conict pair is still under a threshold, job agents change
the start time of either the regular or the bottleneck activity. For conict pairs of
regular activities, job agents take into consideration additional factors, such as
value changes feasibility of each activity, change frequency, and resource slack.

In Fig. 6, the conict pair of activity-A2 and activity-A3 will be resolved �rst
since activity-A2 is a bottleneck activity. If the change frequency of activity-A3



is still below a threshold, start time of activity-A3 will be changed by an addition
of T2 (the distance between current start time of activity-A3 and current end
time of activity-A2) to its current start time. Otherwise, start time of activity-
A2 will be changed by a subtraction of T2 from its current start time. In both
cases, start time of activity-A4 will be changed to the end time of activity-A3.
To resolve the conict pair of activity-A0 and activity-A1, either start time of
activity-A0 will be changed by a subtraction of T1 from its current start time
or start time of activity-A1 will be changed by an addition of T1 to its current
start time. If one of the two activities can be changed within its boundary and
resource slack, job agent A will change that activity. Otherwise, job agent A will
change the activity with less change frequency.

Job Agent A bottleneck conflict pair:

regular conflict pair:

activity-A2
activity-A3

activity-A0
activity-A1

regular conflict pair:
activity-A4
activity-A3

A2
A3

A4
time line

A1 A0

T3
T2T1

minus T2
plus T2

minus T1
plus T1

minus T3
plus T3

considered change of start time

bottleneck activity

Fig. 6. Conict Resolution of Job Agent

Resource Agent X

C3

A4G0C3

G0
Before conflict resolution

A4
time line

B1 F4
E1D0

Sequence of allocation:
activity-E1  ->  activity-D0 

->  activity-G0  ->  activity-A4  ->  activity-C3

(activity-E1  has the highest weight,  

activity-C3  has the lowest weight)
time line

B1 F4E1D0

After conflict resolution

Fig. 7. Conict Resolution of Regular Resource Agent

Reaction Heuristics of Regular Resource Agents. To resolve constraint
violations, resource agents re-allocate the over-contended resource intervals to
the competing activities in such a way as to resolve the conicts and, at the
same time, keep changes to the start times of these activities to a minimum.
Activities are allocated according to their weights, boundaries, and temporal
slacks. Since an activity's weight is a measure of the desire of the corresponding
job agent to keep the activity at its current value, activity start time decisions
based on weight reect group coordination. For example, in Fig. 7, activity-A4
was preempted by activity-E1 which has higher weight. Start time of activity-A4
is changed as little as possible. In addition, when a resource agent perceives a



high resource contention during a particular time interval (such as the conict
involving activity-C3, activity-D0, and activity-G0), it allocates the resource
intervals and assigns high change frequency to these activities, and thus dynam-
ically changes the priority of these instantiation.

Reaction Heuristics of Bottleneck Resource Agents. A bottleneck re-
source agent has high resource contention. This means that most of the time a
bottleneck resource agent does not have resource slack between activities. When
the start time of a bottleneck activity is changed, capacity constraint violations
are very likely to occur. A bottleneck resource agent considers the amount of
overlap of activity resource intervals on the resource to decide whether to right-
shift some activities (Fig. 8 (i)) or re-sequence some activities according to their
current start times by swapping the changed activity with an appropriate activ-
ity. (Fig. 8 (ii)). The intuition behind the heuristics is to keep the changes as
minimum as possible.

Resource Agent Y

A2G2 F2 B2 C2E2
D2

A2G2 F2 D2 B2 C2E2

Before conflict resolution

After conflict resolution

time line

time line

latest finished time

latest finished time

Resource Agent Y

A2G2 F2 B2 C2E2

A2G2 F2

D2

D2B2 E2

Before conflict resolution

After conflict resolution

time line

time line

latest finished time

latest finished time

C2

(ii)(i)

Fig. 8. Conict Resolution of Bottleneck Resource Agent

2.4 Solution Evolution

Figure 9 shows a solution evolution process of a very simple problem where
resource Y is regarded as a bottleneck resource. In (a), resource agents allocate
their earliest possible free resource intervals to activities, and thus construct the
initial con�guration of variable instantiation. In (b), A13, A23 within dotted
rectangular boxes represent the start times assigned by resource agents Res.X
and Res.Z, respectively. Job1 and Job2 agents are not satis�ed with current
instantiation because the pairs of (A12 A13) and (A22 A23) are violating their
precedence constraints. Job1 (cf. Job2) agent changes the start times of A13 (cf.
A23) (shown by solid rectangular box) because A12 (cf. A22) is a seed activity
and change frequency of A13 (cf. A23) is zero (have not exceed the threshold).
In (c), Res.Z agent �nds a capacity constraint violation between A23 and A33
(shown by dotted rectangular box before conict resolution), and changes the
start time of A33 because A23 has a higher weight. All agents are satis�ed with
the current instantiation of variables in (d) which represents a solution to the
problem.



Figure 10 shows a solution evolution process in terms of occurred conicts for
a more di�cult problem which involves 10 jobs on 5 resources. In cycle 0, resource
agents construct an initial instantiation of variables that includes start times of
bottleneck activities by bottleneck resource agents. During cycle 1 to cycle 9, job
agents and regular resource agents try to evolve a compatible instantiation of
regular activities with the instantiation of bottleneck activities. In cycle 10, some
job agents perceive the e�ort as having failed (by observing the change frequency
counter on a regular variable in conict with a bottleneck activity has exceeded
the threshold) and change the values of their bottleneck activities. Bottleneck
resource agents respond to constraint violations by modifying instantiation of
the bottleneck activities. This results in a sharp increase of conicting activities
for job agents in cycle 11. Again, the search for compatible instantiation resumes
until another modi�cation on instantiation of the bottleneck activities in cycle
16. In cycle 18, the solution is found.

A31 A13A21Res. X

A12A22Res. Y A32

A33A23

0 20 40 60 80

Res. Z A11

A31 A21 A13Res. X

A12A22Res. Y A32

A33 A23
A33
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Res. Z A11

A11 A12 A13
A13

Job 1
time line
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A31 A32 A33Job 3
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Fig. 9. A Simpli�ed Scenario
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3 Evaluation on Experimental Results

We evaluated the performance of CP&CR on a suite of job shop scheduling CSPs
proposed in [17]. The benchmark consists of 6 groups, representing di�erent
scheduling conditions, of 10 problems, each of which has 10 jobs of 5 activities
and 5 resources. Each problem has at least one feasible solution. CP&CR has
been implemented in a system, called CORA (COordinated Reactive Agents).
We experimentally (1) investigated the e�ects of coordination information in the
system, (2) compared CORA's performance to other constraint-based as well as
priority dispatch scheduling methods.

3.1 E�ects of Coordination Information

In order to investigate the e�ects of coordination information on the system's
performance, we constructed a set of four coordination con�gurations.

{ C0 represents a con�guration in which the system ran with no coordination
information at all. Without boundary information, when initially activated,
resource agents allocate resource intervals according to random sequences.
When job agents are activated, they resolve conicts by randomly changing
the instantiation of one of the two activities in each conict pair. Similarly,
resource agents resolve conicts based on random priority sequences.

{ C1 represents a con�guration in which only boundary information is avail-
able. Resource agents use this information for heuristic initial allocation of
resource intervals. After the initial schedule is generated, no other informa-
tion is available for conict resolutions.

{ C2 represents a con�guration in which boundary and bottleneck tag informa-
tion is available. Resource agents use the boundary information for heuristic
initial allocation of resource intervals. Job agents use the bottleneck tag
information to bias resolution of conict pairs.

{ C3 represents a complete con�guration in which all coordination information
is provided for resource agents and job agents.

Figure 11 shows the comparative performance of di�erent con�gurations on
the suite of benchmark problems. The additional coordination information for
each con�guration is underlined in Fig. 11 (i). The number of cycles that the
system was allowed was limited to 100. If there were still conicts at cycle 100,
the system gave up solving the problem. Since system operations in C0, C1, and
C2 have random nature, they were ran on each problem 10 times. The numbers
reported are the average number, e.g. 15.8 out of 60 problems were solved means
that there were 158 successful runs among 600 (10 runs for each problem). C3 is
deterministic and for it each problemwas tried only once. We con�rm that adding
coordination information enables the system to solve more problems within fewer
cycles. The results shows the utility of coordination information.



Figure 11 (ii) shows, for di�erent coordination con�gurations, the successful
overall problem solving processes6 in terms of the number of activities involved
in conicts at each cycle. As the coordination information increases, the shape
of the curve indicates a steeper drop in the number of conicts in fewer cycles.
This indicates that increasing rates of convergence are facilitated by more co-
ordination information. The curve for deterministic C3 has a peak at cycle 5.
This reveals that when the problem was not solved within the �rst few cycles,
an instantiation modi�cation on the activities using bottleneck resources typi-
cally occurred. The curves for C0, C1, and C2 do not exhibit a peak because
the system does not have particular pattern of interaction in those coordination
con�gurations.

Boundary (heuristic initial allocation)

Boundary + Bottlenck tag

Boundary + Temporal slack + Weight
Bottleneck tag + Resource slack

+ Change frequency

Overall
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Fig. 11. Comparative Performance between Coordination Con�gurations

3.2 Comparison with Other Scheduling Techniques

CORA was compared to four other heuristic search scheduling techniques, ORR
/FSS, MCIR, CPS, and PCP. ORR/FSS [17] incrementally constructs a solu-
tion by chronological backtracking search guided by specialized variable and
value ordering heuristics. ORR/FSS+ is an improved version augmented with
an intelligent backtracking technique [21]. Min-Conict Iterative Repair (MCIR)
[13] starts with an initial, inconsistent solution and searches through the space
of possible repairs based on a min-conicts heuristic which attempts to minimize
the number of constraint violations after each step. Conict Partition Schedul-
ing (CPS) [15] employs a search space analysis methodology based on stochas-
tic simulation which iteratively prunes the search space by posting additional

6 For C0, C1, and C2, only successful overall problem solving processes are averaged
and shown.



constraints. Precedence Constraint Posting (PCP) [19] conducts the search by
establishing sequencing constraints between pairs of activities using the same
resource based on slack-based heuristics. In addition, three frequently used and
appreciated priority dispatch rules from the �eld of Operations Research: EDD,
COVERT, and R&M [14], are also included for comparison.

Table 1 reports the number of problems solved7 and the average CPU time
spent over all the benchmark problems for each technique. Note that the results
of ORR/FSS, ORR/FSS+, MCIR, CPS, and PCP were obtained from published
reports, of mostly the developers of the techniques. MCIR is the only exception,
which is implemented by Muscettola who reported its results based on randomly
generated initial solutions [15]. All CPU times were obtained from Lisp imple-
mentations on a DEC 5000/200. In particular, CORA was implemented in CLOS
(Common Lisp Object System). CPS, MCIR, ORR/FSS, and ORR/FSS+ were
implemented using CRL (Carnegie Representation Language) as an underly-
ing frame-based knowledge representation language. CPU times of CPS, MCIR,
ORR/FSS, and ORR/FSS+ were divided by six from the published numbers
as an estimate of translating to straight Common Lisp implementation.8 PCP's
CPU times are not listed for comparison because its CPU times in Lisp are not
available. Its reported CPU times in C are 0.3 second [19]. Although CORA can
operate asynchronously, it was sequentially implemented for fair comparison.
The results show that CORA works considerably well as compared to the other
techniques both on feasibility and e�ciency in �nding a solution.
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7

6

4

8

40

8 ~ 10

58 ~ 60

49.74 39.12 21.46 ****13.07

Table 1. Performance Comparison

3.3 Evaluation

As a scheduling technique, CORA performs a heuristic approximate search in the
sense that it does not systematically try all possible con�gurations. Although

7 PCP's performance is sensitive to the parameters that specify search bias [19].
8 ORR/FSS and ORR/FSS+ obtained 30 times speedup in C/C++ implementation.
We assumed a factor of �ve between Common Lisp and C/C++ implementations.



there are other centralized scheduling techniques that employ similar search
strategies, CORA distinguishes itself by an interaction driven search mechanism
based on well-coordinated asynchronous local reactions. Heuristic approximate
search provides a middle ground between the generality of domain-independent
search mechanisms and the e�ciency of domain-speci�c heuristic rules. Instead
of the rigidity of one-pass attempt in solution construction (either it succeeds
or fails, and the decisions are never revised) in approaches using heuristic rules,
CORA adapts to constraint violations and performs an e�ective search for a
solution. As opposed to generic search approaches, in which a single search is
performed on the whole search space and search knowledge is obtained by an-
alyzing the whole space at each step, CORA exploits local interactions by ana-
lyzing problem characteristics and conducts well-coordinated asynchronous local
searches.

The experimental results obtained by various approaches concur with the
above observations. Approaches using generic search techniques augmented by
domain-speci�c search-focus heuristics (ORR/FSS, ORR/FSS+, MCIR, CPS)
required substantial amount of computational e�ort. Some of them could not
solve all problems in the sense that they failed to �nd a solution for a prob-
lem within the time limit set by their investigators. Approaches using dispatch
rules (EDD, COVERT, R&M) were computationally e�cient, but did not suc-
ceed in all problems. PCP relies on heuristic rules to conduct one-pass search
and its performance is sensitive to parameters that specify search bias. CORA
struck a good balance in terms of solving all problems with considerable e�-
ciency. Furthermore, with a mechanism based on collective operations, CORA
can be readily implemented in parallel processing such that only two kinds of
agents are activated sequentially in each iteration cycle, instead of 10 job agents
and 5 resource agents under current implementation. This would result in an
approximate time-reducing factor of 7 (i.e., 15/2) and would enable CORA to
outperform all other scheduling techniques in comparison.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an approach to distributed constraint satisfaction based on
partitioning the problem constraints into constraint types. Responsibility for en-
forcing constraints of a particular type is given to specialist agents. The agents
coordinate to iteratively change the instantiation of variables under their ju-
risdiction according to their specialized perspective. The �nal solution emerges

through incremental local revisions of an initial, possibly inconsistent, instanti-
ation of all variables. We demonstrated the e�ectiveness of the approach in the
domain of job shop scheduling. The power of our approach stems from the co-
ordinated local interactions of the reactive agents. We are currently formalizing
the CP&CR methodology and extending it to Constraint Optimization Prob-
lems (COPs). We are also investigating the utility of CP&CR in other domains
with di�erent problem structures.
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